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DAVID LU WINS FIRST CIRCUIT RING IN EVENT #3 

He defeated two-time ring winner Dennis Summers heads-up to claim the title 

After two days of play, David Lu was the last man standing in Event #3: $400 No-Limit 
Hold’em Monster Stack. He bested a field of 272 opponents to seize his first WSOP gold ring 
and the top prize of $20,936. 

“It means a lot. I did well in a few tournaments last year, I got 100k in cashes last year. I ran 
deep in a few, but I never got to play for a real trophy.” 

Indeed, although Lu’s first poker tournament earnings date from 2015, he really boosted 
his poker resume in 2019 after transitioning from cash games to tournament poker.  

“I used to play cash for a living, and I was doing good, but I got bored of it. I slowly 
converted over. It’s a lot more exciting, the levels are always changing. In cash games, the 
blinds are always the same, and you rotate around. Nothing really changes, even in deep 
cash games. Here, you always got to change your thinking, every few levels,” Lu explained. 

The latest ring winner’s path to victory wasn’t all smooth. A couple of levels before 
reaching the final table, he was down to less than a big blind, but he scored multiple double 
ups to get back in the game and kept climbing from there on. 

He ended up defeating two-time ring winner Dennis Summers heads-up to claim the 
victory. 

 



 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    David Lu 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    New York, NY 
Current Residence:   New York, NY 

Profession:    Poker Pro 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0
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FULL RESULTS 
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